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PART – A

Choose the most grammatically correct and meaningful option following the direction
given for each question.

Direction : Find out the word approximately opposite in meaning to the given word.

1. Agony

A) pain B) bliss C) excitement D) fear

Direction : Find out the one word substitution for the given sentence.

2. A speech delivered without preparation.

A) straight forward B) maiden

C) verbose D) extempore

Direction : Find out the phrase nearest in meaning to the given word.

3. Alienate

A) to make friendly B) to travel widely

C) to make isolated D) to ban

Direction : Give a substitute that best expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase
marked in bold letters in the given sentence.

4. The detective left no stone unturned to trace the culprit.

A) took no pains B) did very irrelevant things

C) resorted to illegitimate practices D) used all available means

Direction : Complete the given sentence by choosing the right combination of the
words mentioned as options.

5. It is useless to attempt to ______ from every danger, some __________ must be
taken.

A) escape, chances B) free, results

C) protect, judgements D) dissociate, opportunities

Direction : Fill in the blanks with suitable articles.

6. I saw  ___________snake in ______ grass.

A) the, the B) the, a C) an, the D) a, the
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Direction : Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions.

7. The moon rose ________ twelve O’clock ________ the night.

A) in, at B) at, to C) at, in D) to, in

Direction : Fill in the blank with the appropriate word(s) to complete the following
sentence.

8.  There_________ any message from my teacher, since she moved to London.

A) isn’t B) wasn’t C) hasn’t been D) hadn’t been

Direction : Fill in the blank with the correct form of the verb ‘slam’.

9. He __________ the door whenever he goes out of the room.

A) slammed B) slams C) slam D) slamming

Direction : Choose the correct one from the following sentences.

10. A) The sooner a thing is done, the better it is.

B) The sooner things is done, the better it is.

C) The sooner things is done, better it is.

D) The sooner a thing is done, a better it is.

11. The Indian Institute of Remote Sensing is located at

A) Hyderabad B) Bengaluru C) Dehradun D) Ahmadabad

12. World Cancer Day (WCD) is observed every year on

A) 4 February B) 5 February C) 2 February D) 3 February

13. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) was established on

A) 1st April 1935 B) 21st April 1943 C) 1st April 1940 D) 15th August 1947

14. “NITI Aayog” stands for

A) National Institution for Transforming India Aayog

B) National Institution for Transition India Aayog

C) National Institution for Trade India Aayog

D) National Information for Transforming India Aayog

15. First Chief Justice of India was

A) M. Patanjali Sastri B) Mehar Chand Mahajan

C) Zakir Hussain D) Hiralal J. Kania
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16. Who wrote the book ‘War and Peace’ ?

A) Leo Tolstoy B) Mahatma Gandhi

C) Charles Dickens D) Kipling

17. The symbol associated with Buddha’s renunciation is

A) Bull B) Horse C) Lotus D) Fish

18. “Yakshagana” is a folk dance-drama of

A) Maharashtra B) Karnataka C) Gujarat D) West Bengal

19. Electrostatic Precipitator is used for the control of

A) Water Pollution B) Air Pollution

C) Solid Waste D) Noise Pollution

20. Which of the following city is not included in the list of recently announced first 20
cities to be developed as “Smart Cities” ?

A) Bhubaneshwar B) Jaipur C) Pune D) Varanasi

21. Who has won the 2016 Australian Open men’s singles title ?

A) Andy Murray B) Stan Wawrinka

C) Novak Djokovic D) Roger Federer

22. In a certain code language “ASKED” is written as “45211”. How will “EIGHT” be
written in that code language ?

A) 59782 B) 28795 C) 72958 D) 95728

23. Arrange the words given below in a meaningful sequence.

1. Nation 2. Village 3. City 4. District 5. State

The correct sequence is

A) 2, 3, 4, 5, 1 B) 2, 3, 4, 1, 5 C) 1, 3, 5, 4, 2 D) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

24. Five girls are sitting on a bench to be photographed. Seema is to the left of Rani and
to the right of Bindu. Mary is to the right of Rani. Reeta is between Rani and Mary.

Who is sitting immediate right to Reeta ?

A) Bindu B) Rani C) Mary D) Seema

25. Which of the following is not a storage drive ?

A) SSD B) SSHD C) HDD D) SHDD
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PART – B

26. RAM is a volatile memory meaning  that

A) It is fast B) It is temporary C) It is slow D) It is permanent

27. Which of the following is not Operating System ?

A) Windows B) Android C) MS Office D) Linux

28.  What does it mean to “BOOT” a computer?

A) shutdown B) start

C) connecting to internet D) to print a document

29.  Which of the following is an example of a browser ?

A) Google B) Yahoo C) Java D) Chrome

30. The name given to a sequence of instructions in a computer language to get desired
result is

A) Program B) Decision table C) Pseudo code D) Algorithm

31. A UPS

A) Increases the storage capacity of a computer system

B) Increases the processor speed

C) Provides backup power in the event of powercut

D) Increases I/O speed

32. A language understood by a computer without translation is called

A) Assembly language B) High level language

C) Command language D) Machine language

33. Which of the following memories have the shortest access time ?

A) Cache Memory B) Magnetic Disk

C) RAM D) Magnetic Tape

34. WAN stands for:

A) Wire Area Network B) Wide Area Network

C) Wireless Area Network D) None

35. Connecting different computers in an organized manner within an office building
can be termed as

A) MAN B) WAN C) ANN D) LAN
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36. Which of the following is not a high level language ?

A) Java B) VB.Net
C) Python D) Assembly language

37. DMA stands for
A) Distinct Memory Access B) Direct Memory Access
C) Direct Module Access D) Direct Memory Allocation

38. Facebook is web application developed using
A) PHP B) ASP.Net C) Java D) Python

39. Debugging a program means to
A) run a program
B) stop a program
C) giving input to the program
D) checking and correcting errors in the program

40. Mbps means:
A) 103 bits per second B) 106 bytes per second
C) 106 bits per second D) 109 bytes per second

41. Which of the following is incorrect ?
A) CPU is placed within  control unit
B) CPU is responsible for the execution of instruction
C) Control Unit is essential part of CPU
D) CPU contains ALU

42. Secondary Storage device is needed to:
A) Perform Arithmetic & Logic Operations
B) Communicate with other devices on network
C) Printout the results
D) Store large volume of data

43. Dreamweaver  is an example of
A) an editor for Hindi language B) image editor
C) software for voice mixing D) web development software

44. SIM is the short form of:
A) Source Information Module B) Subscriber Index Module
C) Short Incoming Message D) Subscriber Identity Module
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45. Bluetooth can have a maximum range of
A) 1 meter B) 100 meters C) 1000 meters D) 2 km

46. What is a long-term scheduler ?
A) It selects which process has to be brought into the ready queue
B) It selects which process has to be executed next and allocates CPU
C) It selects which process to remove from memory by swapping
D) It has nothing to do with process scheduling

47.  In a time-sharing operating system, when the time slot given to a process is completed,
the process goes from the running state to the :
A) Blocked state B) Ready state
C) Suspended state D) Terminated state

48. Which of the following data structure can not store non-homogeneous data elements ?
A) array B) record C) structures D) class

49. Which one of the following is a synchronization tool?
A) thread B) pipe C) semaphore D) socket

50. Mutual exclusion can be provided by the
A) mutex locks B) binary semaphores
C) both (A) and (B) D) none of the mentioned

51. The set of tracks that are at one arm position in a Disk make up a
A) sector B) block C) record D) cylinder

52. The time taken to move the disk arm to the desired cylinder is called the :
A) transfer time B) random access time
C) seek time D) rotational latency

53. Swap space exists in
A) primary memory B) secondary memory
C) CPU D) cache memory

54.  In a computer network a node is
A) the computer that originates the data B) the computer that routes the data
C) the computer that terminates the data D) all of the above

55. Which of the following name does not relate to stack ?
A) push B) top of the stack
C) pile D) pop
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56.  Which one of the following protocols delivers/stores email to receiver server ?
A) simple mail transfer protocol B) post office protocol
C) internet mail access protocol D) hypertext transfer protocol

57. Internet access by transmitting digital data over the wires of a local telephone network
is provided by
A) leased line B) digital subscriber line
C) digital signal line D) none of the mentioned

58. IPv6 addressed have a size of
A) 32 bits B) 64 bits C) 128 bits D) 265 bits

59. Which protocol assigns IP address to the client connected in the internet ?
A) DHCP B) ARP C) RPC D) HTTP

60. In which topology, if there are n devices in a network, each device should have n-1
ports for cables?
A) Mesh B) Star C) Bus D) Ring

61. How many RAM chips of size (256k x 1 bit) are required to build 1 M Byte memory?
A) 8 B) 10 C) 24 D) 32

62. Which access method is used for obtaining a record from a cassette tape?
A) direct B) sequential C) random D) parallel

63. Internet Information Services is name of
A) web server
B) web browser
C) a company that provides internet access
D) search engine

64. A binary search tree whose left subtree and right subtree differ in height by atmost
1 unit is called
A) AVL tree B) Read black tree C) Lemma tree D) None of the above

65. scanf() function in c language is used for
A) taking inputs from users B) outputing the results
C) searching in the array D) scanning a file

66. What is short int in C programming?
A) basic datatype of C
B) qualifier
C) short is the qualifier and int is the basic datatype
D) another name for char data type
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67. _______ is very useful in situation when data have to be stored and then retrieved in
reverse order.
A) queue B) stack C) list D) linked

68. Which data structure is used in breadth first search of a graph to hold nodes ?
A) stack B) queue C) tree D) array

69. To represent hierarchical relationship between elements, which data structure is
suitable ?
A) queue B) lists C) tree D) graph

70. VLSI circuit stands for
A) Very Large Scale Intelligent Circuit B) Very Low Scale Integrated Circuit
C) Very Large Scale Integrated Circuit D) Very Large System Integrated Circuit

71. Output of the following code is:
#include <stdio.h>

void main()
{

Int k = 8;
int m=7;
int z = k < m ? k = m : m++;
printf(“%d”, z);

                    }
A) Run time error B) 7 C) 8 D) Depends on compiler

72. Register storage class can be specified to global variables
A) true B) false
C) depends on the compiler D) depends on the standard

73.  Output of the following code is:
#include <stdio.h>

Int main()
{

Int I =10;
Int *p= &I;

Printf( “%d  %d\n”,I,*p);

                  }

A) address of i and p B) 10 10

C) 11 11 D) compile time error
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74.  Which of the following adders can add three or more numbers at a time?

A) Parallel Adder B) Carry -Look-Ahead-Adder

C) Carry-Save-Adder D) Full Adder

75. The number of 2 input multiplexers required to construct 2 10 input multiplexer is:

A) 31 B) 10 C) 127 D) 1023

76. An AND circuit

A) is a memory circuit

B) gives an output when all input signals are present simultaneously

C) is a –ve OR gate

D) is a universal gate

77. A full adder adds ________ bits and produce a sum and a ________

A) 8, subtraction B) 3, carry C) 16, divide D) 2, carry

78. How many bits are required to encode all twenty six letters, ten symbols and ten
numerals ?

A) 5 B) 6 C) 7 D) 46

79. To build a mod-19 counter, the number of flip flops required is:

A) 3 B) 5 C) 7 D) 8

80. In networking terminology UTP means

A) Unshielded Twisted Pair B) Ubiquitious Teflon Port

C) Uniformly Terminating Port D) Unshielded T connector Port

81.  The topology with highest reliability is:

A) bus topology B) star topology

C) ring topology D) mesh topology

82.  Baud means

A) number of bits transmitted per unit time

B) number of bytes transmitted per unit time

C) rate at which the signal changes

D) collection of 8 bits

83. Four bits are used for packed sequence numbering in a sliding window protocol
used in a computer network. What is the maximum window size?

A) 4 B) 8 C) 15 D) 16
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84. Start and stop bits are used in serial communication for

A) error detection B) error correction

C) synchronization D) slowing down the communication

85. Frequency of failure and network recovery time after failure are measures of what
concept of network?

A) Performance B) Reliability

C) Security D) Feasibility

86. Repeaters function in

A) physical layer B) data link layer

C) network layer D) both (A) and (B)

87.  Railway reservation system currently operational in India can be classified as a

A) batch processing system B) real-time system

C) online system D) expert system

88.  The dataflow model of an application mainly shows

A) the underlying data and relationship among them

B) processing requirements and the flow of data

C) decision and control information

D) communication network structure

89. The principle that a function can always be replaced by its value (irrespective of the
context), without changing the meaning is called

A) unbinding B) orthogonality

C) context free D) referential transparency

90. Use of recursion

A) enhances logical clarity and reduces code size

B) makes debugging easier

C) reduces execution time

D) makes software bug free

91. The register which keeps track of the execution of a program and which contains the
memory address of next instruction  is called:

A) index register B) memory address register

C) program counter D) instruction register
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92. The ability to temporarily halt the CPU and use this time to send information on
buses is called

A) direct memory access B) vectoring the interrupt

C) polling D) cycle stealing

93. Pseudo instructions are
A) assembler directives
B) instructions in any program that have no corresponding machine code instruction
C) instruction in any program whose presence or absence will not change the output for

any input
D) used to output the result

94. The technique which repeatedly uses the same block of internal storage during
different stage of problem is called:
A) overlay B) overlapping
C) swapping D) reuse

95. How many addresses are required for 25 X 40 video RAM ?
A) 1020 B) 1920 C) 1000 D) 2000

96. Fastest type of memory from the list is
A) tape B) semiconductor memory
C) disk D) optical disk

97. What is shell ?
A) a hardware component B) command interpreter
C) part of compiler D) a tool for CPU scheduling

98. A software program stored in a ROM that can not be changed easily is called
A) hardware B) linker C) editor D) firmware

99. In virtual memory system the address space specified by the address lines of the
CPU must be _______ than the physical memory size and _______ than the Secondary
storage size.
A) smaller, smaller B) smaller, larger
C) larger, smaller D) larger, larger

100. The larger the RAM of a computer, the faster is its speed, since it eliminates
A) need for ROM B) need for external memory
C) frequent disk I/Os D) need for data wide path

________________
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SPACE  FOR  ROUGH  WORK
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